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PHILAMATH IS NOW IN COLOR! 
 

 After some cost comparisons it was decided that the MSU could afford to publish Philamath in 
color without raising the dues.  So we will now be able to enjoy the full impact of the wonderful 
and attractive articles presented in Philamath.  The natural color and beauty of the stamps, the 
sharper and clearer images, allowing more  detail to be seen, will make the articles that much 
more interesting and pleasing.  So ENJOY!!! 
 

 Now that Philamath is in color I am asking that all future submissions either be in color or 
provide hyperlinks to stamp images in color.  Color articles will take preference over black and 
white articles.  Black and white articles may certainly be published but color is so more 
engaging. 
 

LARRY DODSON 
 

 The September-October issue of Topical Time is just now being delivered.  MSU member Larry 
Dodson has a really nice article on one of his many collections Collect Yourself.  Several of the 
stamps he mentions are on the cover of the issue, including the stamp he designed for the 
Mathematical Study Unit last year. 
 

GOOGLE DOODLE 
 

 On August 17, 2011, google.com commemorated Fermat’s 410th Birthday with the Google 
Doodle shown below 
 

 
 

JIM HALL 
 

 Topical Times is the bi-monthly journal published by the American Topical Association. The 
July-August 2011 issue of Topical Times highlighted the MSU.  In doing so it included the 
Philatelic Shapes article by Jim Hall that was published in the April 2011 issue of Philamath.  
This is a fantastic honor for Jim and the MSU.  CONGRATULATIONS! 
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About the Number π 
By Dieter Egelriede 

Translated by Randy Woodward 
 
 
Whenever circles are a topic of conversation, pi is always relevant. 
 
For example, in school we learned: 
 
A circle of radius r has circumference C = 2∙π∙r and area A = π∙r2. 
 
It is perhaps the most important constant in mathematics. However, its importance goes far and wide, 
beyond circles, into areas such as the mathematical theory of oscillations (Fourier analysis),  in number 
theory, which of course is really concerned about the properties of integers, and probability theory.  The 
first use the symbol π to designate this important ratio was made in 1663(1) by the English 
mathematician William Oughtred (1575-  it to Leonard Euler (1707-1783) that π has become standard 
notation.  See Figure 1 (Germany, Scott # 1347).  The number π occurs in many practical applications.  In 
fact many electronic calculators have a specific key for π, frequently approximated by 

3.14159265358979323846.  See Figure 2 (Australia, imprinted stamp 
of an illustrated 1982 envelope).   π is also used in the logo or name of 
companies. See Figure 3. 

 
The number π has also attained a certain cult status.  There is a PI-
movie, a PI-perfume, a PI-song, PI-fan clubs, and contests to see how 
many digits of π can be memorized  (the current world record is 
100,000 digits).  There is also a PI-day, March 14, in reference to the 
Anglo-Saxon designation of this day as 3 / 14.  See Figure 4 (part of 
envelope from USA). 

 
For over 100 years the Colombian Association of Engineers has taken the number π has as an eye-catcher 
in its association emblem.  See Figures 5, 6, and 7 (Colombia, Scott #s 594, 1107, 740). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

      Figure 1 

      Figure 2       Figure 3 

      Figure 4 

      Figure 5       Figure 6 

      Figure 7       Figure 8 
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The National University of Colombia in Bogotá chose π in his arms as a symbol of its Faculty of Science 
and Technology.  See Figure 8 (Colombia, Scott # 782). 
 
Mathematicians also use π as a popular icon for research or science associations.  For example, Π occurs 
in the top part of the logo for the Pi-Mu-Epsilon Mathematical Honorary Society of Mathematics, an 
American association for the advancement of mathematical activities in higher education.  See Figure 9. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The number π is shown as a terminating decimal on a Luxemburg stamp honoring the year 2000 as the 
Year of Mathematics.  See Figure 10 (Scott # 1025).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A Russian stamp (see Figure 11, Russia, Scott #6608) honoring the Moscow Mathematics School founded 
by Nikolai Luzin (1883 – 1950) shows π in the middle of the stamp as well as in the selvage of the Russian 
miniature sheet.   

 
The selvage of the German miniature sheet issued in 
1998 to honor the International Congress of 
Mathematicians held in Berlin in 1998 shows multiple 
decimal representations of π.  See Figure 12 (Germany, 
Scott # 2010). The decimals of π are 
arranged in circular arcs with ever 
increasing accuracy.  The two special 

postmarks for this issue (one from Bonn 
and one from Berlin) also have the symbol 
π. See Figure 13.  

 
The stamp issued by Monaco, honoring the International Year of Mathematics, also depicts π.  See Figure 
14 (Scott # 2175), 

      Figure 9       Figure 10 

      Figure 11       Figure 12 

      Figure 13            Figure 14 
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The history of π is long and extensive.  It begins with the Rhind papyrus (c. 1650 B.C.) – probably the 
most important piece of evidence of the mathematics of ancient Egypt. In the papyrus the scribe Ahmes 
(c. 1900 B.C.) mentioned that the area of a circle with diameter D is less than 
that of a square with side (8/9)*D.  This information led to the following 
approximation of π:  π ≈ (16/9)2 ≈ 3.16049. The error in this estimate of π, 
made 3600 years ago, was only 0.6%! 
 
The Bible tells of the architects building the water basin in the courtyard of 
the Temple of King Solomon around 950 B.C.   See Figure 15 (Israel, Scott 

1341a). They used 3 to approximate π, a much coarser approximation than 
that given by Ahmes.  The Babylonians also used 3 (as well as the square root 
of 10) to approximate π.  The verse from Bible is 
 

And he made a molten sea, ten cubits from the one brim to the other: it was round all about, and his height 
was five cubits: and a line of thirty cubits did compass it about." 

(I Kings, Chapter 7, Verse 23). 
 

Plato (427-347 BC) (Figure 16, Greece, Scott # 1925) 
published a surprisingly good approximation for π.  His 
approximation, π ≈ √2+ √3, resulted in an error of about 
0.15%. 
 
Much later Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) (Figure 17, Germany, 
Scott # 827) transformed a square into a circle of equal area: 
"Parts of the diagonal into 10 parts and take 8 of them as the 
diameter of the circle." This resulted in the approximation 

Dürer’s approach to estimating pi was to use construction and the best he got was 3
1

7
which was well 

known at his time. 
 

The ancient Greeks were not only the first to attempt to determine an accurate value of π, but they were 
also the first to attempt to construct a square with the same area as a circle using only a ruler and 
compass, that is, the quadrature of the circle.  It wasn’t until 1882 that Ferdinand von Lindemann proved 
that constructing such a square was not possible.  

 
Around 440 BC Hippocrates of Chios attempted to 
achieve the “quadrature of the circle”, His approach 
was to divide the circle into a finite number of 
crescent shaped parts and calculate the area of each 
of the parts.  
 
A crescent shape example – a half moon – is shown 
in Figure18 (a 2000 special postmark).  It can be shown 
mathematically that the shaded area of the half-moon FM and the shaded area of the triangle FD are equal.  

       Figure 15 

  Figure 16 

  Figure 17 

      Figure 18 
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Let r be the radius of the large semi-circle and then using the Pythagorean Theorem the radius of the 
smaller semicircle is ½ * r * √2.  Hence the areas FM and FD are related by 

 

            FM = ·π·( ·r· )2 + FD - ·π·r2 = ·π· ·r2
·2 + FD - ·π·r2 = FD 

For all circles the ratio of the circumference C to the diameter of d and the ratio of the area F to the 
square of the radius r2 is constant, that is, (C/d) = k1 and (F/r2) = k2. 
 

Archimedes (287-212 BC) (Figure 19, San Marino, Scott 1021) recognized that the 
constants in the two cases were the same: (k1 = k2 = π).  Using a methodical 
approximation method he approximated π to two decimal places. To do this he compared 
the circumference of a circle CCircle inscribed in a hexagon to the circumference of the 
hexagon CIns and to the circumference of a hexagon circumscribed CCir about the circle.  
The calculations of the circumferences of the two hexagons was exact so the CCircle could 
be estimated by  

CIns < CCircle < CCir 
 

Archimedes continued with repeated doubling of the number of vertices of two polygons, which in effect 
made the circumferences of circumscribed and inscribed polygons that much closer to the circumference 
of the circle.  Archimedes continued this process until he was using polygons with 96 (ninety-six!) sides.  
This resulted in estimating π with  

                                     

Incidentally, one of Archimedes’ great geometric 
achievements was to prove that if VS is the volume of a 
sphere and Vc is the volume of the cylinder 
circumscribing the sphere, then VS = (2/3)  * VC.  See (2). 
 
The diagram in the upper right corner of the stamp 

depicted in Figure 19 shows a circle partially inside a 
cylinder.  Figure 20 (Italy, Scott #2373), another stamp 

issued for the International Year of Mathematics) shows a sphere inscribed in a 
cylinder.  Both diagrams are representative of Archimedes’ mathematical accomplishments.  
 
Interestingly Archimedes wished for an appropriate illustration of a sphere and 
cylinder on his grave because he considered this his greatest accomplishment   
In 75 B.C., the writer and philosopher Cicero (Figure 21, Italy, Scott 730) – he 
was a minor official at this time - discovered the grave of Archimedes in 
Syracuse and restored it.  (Some historians sarcastically remark that restoring 
the gravesite was the most important contribution to mathematics the Romans 
made.)  Sadly, the location of the gravesite is unknown today. 
 
Using astronomical calculations, Claudius Ptolemy (c. 150 B.C.) (Figure 22, 
Malawi, issued in 2008) was able to estimate π with π ≈ 3 + (17/120) ≈ 3.14166, which was an 
improvement over Archimedes’ estimate. 

3
10

71
< p < 3

1

7

    Figure 19 

            Figure 20 
      Figure 21 

      Figure 22 
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As early as the beginning of the first millennium, astronomers of many nations were looking better 
approximations for π. 

 
The Chinese astronomer Zhang Heng (78-139) (Figure 23, PRC, Scott # 245) estimated π with the square 
root of 10, which is approximately 3.162. 
 
Liu Hui (c. 220-280) used a method similar to Archimedes’ inscribed polygons (Figure 24, PRC, Scott 
3227, and Micronesia, Scott # 356) and calculated a value of 3.14159 for π using a polygon with 3072 
sides.  
 
Zu Chong-Zhi (430-501) (Figure 25, PRC, Scott # 247, Figure 26, PRC, special coin, 1986) produced the 
approximation π  ≈ 355 / 113, which is exact to six decimal places after the decimal point.  
 
The Chinese postcard (Figure 27) depicts the 
approximation method used in ancient China and the 
results of the approximation of π. 
 
The Indian mathematician Aryabhata (476-ca.550) 
approximated π by  
 
 

 
Aryabhata found the equation relating a and b 
where a is the side of a regular polygon of n 
sides inscribed in a circle of unit diameter, and 
b is the side of a regular polygon of 2n sides 
inscribed in the unit circle. 
 
India’s first satellite was named Aryabhata in 
his honor and is shown in Figure 28 (India, 
Scott # 655).  After Aryabhata’s work was 
translated into Arabic (c. 820) al- Khwarizmi 

mentions the approximation in his book on algebra.  Figure 29 (Guinea-Bissau, Mi # 4217, 2009) shows 
al-Khwarizmi. 
 

   Figure 23       Figure 24     Figure 25       Figure 26 

      Figure 27 

      Figure 28                   Figure 29 

62,832

20, 000
= 3.1416
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The highlight of the calculations by the Islamic astronomers comes much later from al-Kashani (around 
1380-1429) (Figure 30, Iran, Scott # 2042). He used a polygon with 3*228 (!) sides to calculate π to14 
correct decimal places. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For many centuries Europe had been scientifically behind much of the world.  For example, Leonardo da 
Pisa, usually known as Fibonacci, (1170-ca.1240) (Figure 31, Bulgaria, Issued in 2007, imprinted on 
postcard) used a 96-corner polygon to approximate π with 864/275, resulting in only 3 correct decimal 
places.  Archimedes achieved this accuracy 1400 years earlier! 
 
The philosopher and priest Nicholas of Cusa (Cusanus) (1401-1464) (Figure 32, Transkei, Scott # 105) 
approximated π using two coupled recursive sequences with arbitrary precision. He also recognized the 
impossibility of squaring the circle. 

 
This marks the end of the period of approximating π by geometric means.  Part 2 of this article will begin 
with the period of analytical representations of π. 
 
 
Notes: 
 
 (1) William Oughtred died in 1660. But his article Theorematum in libris Archimedis de Sphaera et 
Cylindro Declaratio, Oxoniae in which he made the designation of Pi (π) was not published until 1663 [See 
Ebbinghaus et al., 1992, Zahlen, Springer] 
 
(2) If you know the general formula for the volume of a cylinder, you easily find the volume of a pizza 

with the height a and radius z to be VPizza = Pi*z*z*a  ☺                

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Figure 30       Figure 31               Figure 32 
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Scott’s BY TOPIC New Issue Listings for  
March through October 2011 

 

By Larry Dodson, MSU #93 
 

The July 2011 Philamath (Volume XXXIII, No. 1) covered Scott’s BY TOPIC new issues listings for January 
2010 through February 2011. Since October 2010 these “By Topic” listings have been available on-line to paid 
subscribers to Linn’s Stamp News (LSN), and this is the source for the information provided here. 
 
The listings below begin with the April 2011 LSN listings and include issues listed through the October LSN 
listings. 
  
As a reminder, two of the categories in the LSN on-line listing contain stamps likely to be of interest to MSU 
members. These are (1) Computers & Mathematics, which is a subcategory under Science & Technology and 
(2) Telecommunications. These categories are indicated in the right-hand column of the table below. 

 

Country Scott 
Number 

Date Issued Denomination Topic 
Albania 2891b 2011/02/18 1,000L C and M 
Argentina 2572l 2010/05/29 1.50p C and M 

Argentina 2572l 2010/05/29 1.50p Telecom 

Argentina 2593 2010/09/18 1.50p C and M 

Bolivia 1449 2011/01/20 2b C and M 
Brazil 3130h 2010/06/11 (1.10r) Telecom 
Canada 2488b 2011/08/17 59c C and M 
Djibouti 737A 1994/??/?? 350fr Telecom 

France B720a 2010/11/05 58c (+40c) Telecom 

Greece 2490-2494 2011/06/22 1c to €4  C and M 
Greenland 586b 2011/01/17 56k Telecom 

Greenland 586, 586a 2011/01/17 46.50k, 46.50k Telecom 

Grenada Grenadines 2778 2011/04/01 4 x $2.75 Telecom 
Hong Kong 1436, 1437 2011/03/29 $2.40, $3.00 C and M 
Iran 3006 2009/08/11 1,000r Telecom 

Iraq 1802 2010/11/?? 750d C and M 

Kenya 845, 845a 2009/12/09 25sh, 9x25sh C and M 
Libya 1746 2010/06/01 1,000d Telecom 

Malaysia 1328 2010/11/10 30c Telecom 

Mali 1139 2005/08/18 255fr C and M 
Marshall Islands 980a 2011/02/06 44c Telecom 
Netherlands B761 2010/09/11 6 x (“1”+22c) C and M 

Qatar 1073 2010/12/26 50d Telecom 

Russia 7254 2011/01/25 12r C and M 
Senegal 1656 2010/04/05 450fr Telecom 

Spain 3780, 3781 2011/02/18 35c, 35c C and M 

Sudan 632-634 2010/09/26 £3, £5.50, £7 Telecom 

Sweden 2646e, 3646f 2010/08/26 6k, 10x6k C and M 

Thailand 2532 2010/09/01 10b on 6b C and M 
Tunisia 1491 2010/05/17 390m C and M 
Tunisia 1491 2010/05/17 390m Telecom 

Ukraine 802c, 802k 2010/09/16 1.50h, 2h C and M 
United Nations (Geneva) 539 2011/07/01 1.30fr 

 
C and M 
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United States 4546f, 4546g 2011/06/29 (44c) Telecom 

Uzbekistan 621b 2010/04/15 1200s C and M 
Viet Nam 3398 2010/10/02 14,000d C and M 
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